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MISSION

ADRIAPAST
Adriatic Protected Areas Sailing Trophy
Lega navale Pineto
“Revisiting Sailing Past and Modern Adriatic Routes and fostering Adriatic Marine
Preservation, and cultural/historic exchanges between Adriatic Regions”
The Adriatic has been an important sea for merchant, military and political reasons
since Ancient Greece times, down to the Roman Empire, the Venetian Republic and
the more modern history. Certain traits of the Adriatic Culture, for Fine Arts, Ethnic
Traditions, Food, are common on its shores and different from other Mediterranean
Areas. The ADRIAPAST mission aims to ideally uniting the Adriatic Shore Countries
in ONE Action, reviving ancient maritime traditions, cultural specificities, marine
preservation needs and coupling this with a Sailing Trophy which will touch the
most relevant marine Conservation Areas of the Middle Adriatic, initially, aiming at
extending the Action to the Entire Adriatic Sea

Establish an Adriatic Sailing Route linking the most relevant PMA and CPA (Coastal
Protected Areas) of the Region.

Establish a Sailing Races ( Regattas) Calendar in coordination with other major Adriatic
Sailing Competitions, so to attract International Sailing Crews and expand and improve the
knowledge of Adriatic Culture and Traditions (Environment, History, Culture, Cuisine, Art, EHCCA)

Plan local EHCCA cultural exchange events at every start and end port of the Sailing
Trophy , to include description/visits to the local PMA & CPA and local Eno-Gastronomic
information and tasting events..

Promote Sustainable and Environment-friendly Sailing, by illustrating and
implementing correct maritime behavior as to waste disposal, minimizing carbon print,
knowing and preserving typical Adriatic Marine Life forms.

Join, wherever possible, with sister projects aiming at identification and preservation of
local historical and archeological patrimony, to include underwater routes that will both allow
visitors to visit the remains, and to familiarize themselves with the surrounding marine
environment

Promote cultural activities and events around the ADRIAPAST Ports of Call in order to
attract participants, whilst highlighting, toboth visitors and local authorities, the importance
and cultural role of the PMA and CPA

Creation of a network of PMA and CPA already hosting active Sailing Communities, in
order to establish an Adriatic coordinated sailing route for amateur and competitive sailors
with a particular interest for Adriatic historical/, cultural and tradition patrimony, and
establish a tradition for repeating ADRAPAST Annual Editions.
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